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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 22nd November 2021

R1 - WAGGA RIVERSIDE | 12:50 | AUD $24,000 |  BLAKE STREET MEATS (BM58)

33 LARMOUR
Handy mare tter for two runs back. Better effort last time out when second over 1600m at
Canberra. Ready to show her best.

11 DESERVED
Was beaten just half a length when third at her latest appearance at Echuca over 1600m. Tricky
draw to overcome. Will take beating.

44 PORT DOUGLAS
Struggling for form this campaign, beaten 4 lengths last start when fth over 1600m at
Canberra. Can turn that form around in this suitable contest.

77 WISE DRAGON
Drops in distance from the last start when third over 2000m at Wangaratta, nishing 4.5 lengths
off the winner. Going well and should be prominent again.

22 SCARLEO
Didn't inspire again last start, beaten 4.5 lengths over 1600m at Canberra. Well placed and can
improve sharply on recent runs.

R2 - WAGGA RIVERSIDE | 13:25 | AUD $24,000 |  TERMINATE PTY LTD MDN HCP

11 OBLIQUE
Hasn't raced since nishing ninth over 1212m at Sapphire Coast four months ago. In the
placings in a recent Kembla Grange trial. Goes well fresh with two placings from three starts.
Looks a key runner.

44 MOON DANCER
Very solid in three runs as a juvenile last season. Trialled nicely in lead up to this. The main
chance.

22 RIVERBANK RAT Not beaten far in latest when fourth at Echuca. Leading chance here.

88 WHITE SPICE
Redente mare from Flight Plume on debut. Won a trial at Benalla over 1000m November 8.
Watch market closely.

66 COSMIC SHOT Excellent trial performance. Well fancied in this line up. Appeals as a genuine winning hope.

R3 - WAGGA RIVERSIDE | 14:05 | AUD $24,000 |  DELTA STAR DESIGNS HCP (C3)

66 ALL FORMIDABLE
Promising gelding who last start nished 13 lengths away in 13th over 1200m at Rosehill. Sure
to go close.

55 RHAPSODY IN BLUE
Resumed from a spell last start with a win over 1200m at Canberra. Back in fine order and is well-
placed to take this out.

11 BIG DAY OUT
Has put together three wins from his 24 career outings, and will pay to ignore latest at Gundagai.
Capable of a better run.

33 RING OF HONOUR
Changes rider since being well held last time in sixth over 1500m at Albury. The testing material
on best form. Can improve sharply.

77 FANTINI
Normally a reliable mare but she was well below par last time when sixth over 1180m at
Gundagai. Has ability and is well placed to atone.

R4 - WAGGA RIVERSIDE | 14:40 | AUD $24,000 |  IRON JACK HCP (C1)

11 REDNECK PRINCESS
Hasn't raced since nishing in the placings over 1000m at Morphettville Parks and will strip tter
for a trial win. Rates strongly here fresh and expected to be in the finish.

22 PUNKZY
Hasn't raced since nishing eighth over 1600m at Cranbourne a year ago. Fitter for a trial win at
Canberra. Great chance to kick off this prep with a win.

66 I CALL JUNEE HOME
Led from start to nish when second up at Sapphire Coast over 1012m on October 28. Expected
to take some running down.

55 DEVINE MISS
Stepping up in grade after a promising win rst up as favourite and looked to have plenty more
to give. Lightly raced and has upside. Inside barrier will suit. Big chance of taking the step up
today.

44 SPRITLEY MISS Beaten a whisker last start at Albury over 900m. Leading prospect.


